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Abstract. Forests and rangelands are the most important natural ecosystems which
provide many economic benefits to the society due to their biodiversity and ecological
functionalities. Dashtenaz wildlife refuge, Sari, is a sylvan region, covering 55 ha of
rangeland with abundant diversity, is refuge of an endangered species of deer called Dama
mesopotamica. In this study, Contingent Valuation Method (CVM) and dichotomous
choice were used to estimate the conservation value of this region in 2014. Moreover, the
Logit regression model has been used to calculate individual‟s Willingness to Pay (WTP),
and parameters have been estimated based on maximum likelihood method. Firstly 35
questionnaires were distributed among the sample members. Validity and reliability of
questionnaire were examined by experts and Cronbach`s Alpha test (0.84), respectively.
Cochrane formula and random sampling method were used to estimate the sample size.
Then, 429 questionnaires were selected in the cities surrounding rangeland (Sari, Behshahr,
Miandorood, and Neka). Results showed that 77% of respondents were willing to pay for
conserving the rangeland. On the other hand, variables such as bid (the amount of money
proposed to respondents to pay for conserving rangeland), monthly income, level of
responsibility, financial capability, environmental orientations, the number of visits and
educations had significant impact on individual‟s WTP for area conservation at 1 to 10
percent level. In addition, per capita WTP for conserving Dashtenaze Sari has been
calculated about 0.3 $ monthly and the annual value of Dashtenaze Sari per hectare was
18125 $.

Key words: “ ashtenaze Sari” wildlife refuge, Conservation value, Willingness to pay,
Contingent valuation method, Logit model
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Introduction
Natural
ecosystems
particularly
rangelands provide many direct or
indirect benefits and services to human
societies so that life would be impossible
without them. These services include the
food chain, climate adjustment, control
and stabilization of soil erosion, shelter,
and genetic resources etc., (Jouri et al.,
2011). The destruction of yearly 1% of
tropical forests and rangelands would
result the loss of 1 to 10% of the species
over the next 25 years in the future
(Barbault
&
Sastrapradj,
1995).
According to the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP) report,
9% of all species in Iran and 12% of the
world species were becoming extinct
(UNDP, 2011). In 2009, FAO reported
that the total area of Caspian forests of
Iran was about 1874 thousand ha from
which 129.3 thousand ha have been
destroyed, containing 7% of the whole
forests and rangelands of this area.
Excessive lumber harvesting, false
grazing, mining, fuel wood collection,
pests and diseases have been identified as
the main factors of such terrible
destruction respectively (FAO, 2009).
Environmental economists divided the
economic value of environmental
resources into two groups; consumptive
and
non-consumptive
values.
Consumptive value is derived from actual
consumption. Non-consumptive value is
actually the value of conservation.
Public payments are made to conserve
natural resources for three reasons:
1. In order to conserve them for future
use because there is no other reliable
alternative, so the destructive effects
would be irreplaceable, that is called
“Option Value”
2. Sometimes people tend to conserve
resources for future generations. In
other words the use of future
generations is worthwhile, that is
called “Bequest Value”
3. Many citizens have also charitable
desire to conserve the environment
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including rangelands, not for their
own use or interest. In fact, a natural
resource is valuable by itself
regardless of its benefits to human
being that is called “ xistence
Value” (Pearce & Pearce 2001)
Awareness of destructive effects of
rangelands would increase the incentive
to conserve them. In addition, there is an
urgent need to consider the nonmarketable, long term and intangible
effects of rangeland on human society.
Hence, regular assessment of non-market
benefits of rangelands is essential for
policy making and planning decisions.
Many studies have been carried out
about evaluating conservational values of
biological environments by various
methods, considering mainly recreational
values. Lehtonen et al. (2003) estimated
WTP of Finnish families for rangeland
and forest conservation between 60 to
233 euros annually. Sattout et al. (2007)
calculated the difference between WTP
of those people who use ancient cedar
forests and rangelands in Lebanon and
those who do not for conserving it to be
$20 per household.
Ojeda et al. (2008) studied the
economic valuation of sustainable
environmental services in Delta River.
Their results indicated that households
were willing to pay 73 pesos monthly for
rangeland conservation. Jankju et al.
(2011) studied life form and chorology of
winter and rural range plants in the
Northern Khorasan province, Iran. The
result of their study showed that the
dominance of Hemicryptophytes and
Therophytes, as well as vast distribution
of Chamaephytes, can be referred to the
simultaneous
effects
of
climate
fluctuations and livestock grazing on the
flora of winter and rural rangelands in
studied region. Rahimi (2011) estimated
values of forest recreation parks and
identified factors influencing willingness
to pay in Bonab Arsanjan, Iran. Results
showed that the average WTP of tourist
was 0.318 $, while recreational value per
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hectare was 290 $. Sahabi et al. (2012)
estimated recreational value of Jajroud
area, Tehran province and determined
factors affecting the visitors` WTP by
using Contingent Valuation Method.
Their results indicated that more than
70% of respondents were willing to pay
for recreational values of Jajroud area. In
addition, the results of logit model
presented that the variables of bid (the
amount of money proposed to
respondents to pay for conserving
rangeland), age and size of family had
negative effects on individuals' WTP,
while the variables of education, income,
area attractiveness and individual
concerns of environment had significant
positive effects on WTP. Moreover, the
optimum bid was about 0.17 $ and the
annual recreational value of region was
143437 $. Bing et al. (2013) estimated
WTP for Tourism Eco-Compensation in
Changbai Mountain Nature Reserve.
Results demonstrated that WTP of
tourists was 6.26 times higher than local
residents. Bernues et al. (2014) estimated
per capita economic value of mountain
agro-ecosystems
(mostly
grazing
systems) in Euro-Mediterranean regions
to be 120 € bout 50% of total WTP
was appropriated to the prevention of
forest fires among general population as a
key ecosystem service delivered by
intended agro-ecosystems. Dashtenaz
wildlife refuge is the homeland of 22
animal species including four species of
amphibians (frogs and toads types), five
species of reptiles (such as turtles, land
Tropiocolotes, lizards), six species of
mammals (besides Dama mesopotamica,
two species of bats, European hedgehogs,
weasels and the brown rat) and seven
species of birds (e.g. Kites, Common
Buzzards, two species of cuckoo, and
Kestrels). It has been also considered as a
haven for breeding and rearing of
endangered animal species Persian fallow
Dama mesopotamica since 1964, and it is
one of the most important areas for
conserving endangered animal species at
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he moment (Karami, 1993). Proper
management of conservation in this
rangeland is very prominent from an
international perspective as well as its
national importance. According to above
mentioned
issues
and
regarding
economical
and
environmental
importance of Dashtenaz wildlife refuge
as one of the most prominent rangelands
of Mazandaran province, this study aims
to calculate WTP of individuals for
conserving
this
rangeland
and
consequently to estimate it‟s total
conservation value. For this reason,
Contingent Valuation Method as our
methodology has been comprehensively
explained below.

Materials and Methods
Dashtenaz wildlife refuge is one of the
few survivors of Caspian rangelands
located in the northeastern city of Sari in
Mazandaran
province
(longitude
36˚41′50″ N and latitude 53˚12′18″ E)
covering an area of over 55 h at an
altitude of 10 m above sea level. It also
covers an area of considerable
biodiversity, such as climber shrub
species, trees and shrubs as well as
herbaceous perennial, and its vegetation
is mostly plain old bushes with low
density. Since the Contingent Valuation
Method (CVM) is the only method to
determine the conservation value of
natural resources (Venkatachalam, 2004),
this method was used to estimate the
conservation value of the region in this
study To measure the” willingness to
pay” in CV method, the Double-Bounded
Dichotomous was used in which the
interview is put in a hypothetical market
situation and asked to answer to the
proposed price by Yes or No answers. If
the answer to the proposed price is yes,
then, they are proposed by a higher price.
If the answer is No, then the lower price
is proposed. After determining the scope
and
sampling
to
provide
the
questionnaire, scenario was designed for
getting information required to perform
the
valuation.
While
filling
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questionnaires, the hypothetical market
was introduced to respondents and
“willingness to pay” values were
obtained using the appropriate payment
and suitable extraction method, (Mitchell
and Carson, 1989). Logit or Probit
models were used to estimate these
functions. The binary questionnaire
format has a dependent variable with a
binary option that requires a qualitative
model of choice. Usually logit and probit
regression models are used for qualitative
selection methods. The results of both
models are not different, but the logit
model will be used to facilitate the
calculations. If the logit model is used to
investigate the effect of different
explanatory variables on the level of
WTP, the cumulative probability
distribution of logit (Pi) is as follows
(Equation 1) (Greene, 2002):
Pi 

1

1  exp  CX 

(Equation 1)
Where, X is the vector of explanatory or
independent variables, C is the vector of
estimated
parameters
and
“exp”
represents “expectancy function” Logit
model parameters are estimated using
Maximum Likelihood technique which is
the most popular method to estimate logit
models.

Estimating the expected value of
WTP
Therefore, following formula has been
used in this study to calculate the
expected willingness to pay as it is shown
in Equation 2 (Whit, 2006):
1
E WTP  
dB
(Equation 2)
1  exp    C B 
BMa x

0



2

In the above equation,   is the adjusted
interception that is added by economic social characteristics to the interception.
C2 is also the estimated coefficient of bid
variable in logit model. E, B and dB
represent “ xpected value” “Bid” and
“differencing Bid” respectively
Logit models which can be estimated by
linear and logarithmic-linear models have
been used in this study because of the
ease of calculation. SHAZAM a
comprehensive
econometrics
and
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statistics package for estimating, testing,
simulating and forecasting many types of
econometrics and statistical models and
Excel software were used for statistical
analysis and estimating the parameters of
logit model. In this study, firstly 35
questionnaires were distributed among
the sample members in 2014. Validity of
questionnaire was approved by some
experts in this field and reliability of
questionnaire was tested by Cronbach`s
Alpha coefficient (0.84). Since it was
above 0.7, its reliability was accepted,
too. Cochrane formula and Random
Sampling method were used to estimate
the sample size. So, 500 questionnaires
were completed by the adult citizens
(above 18 years of age) of cities
surrounding rangeland (Behshahr, Sari,
Miandorood, and Neka). After the
completion of questionnaires, 71 of them
were distinguished as disqualified and
finally 429 questionnaires were accepted
for estimating the conservation value of
intended region.

Results and Discussion
The questionnaire designed in this paper
had 4 parts; as follows:
1) Socio - economic variables of
respondents
2) Respondents orientations
3) Ppublic information and knowledge of
respondents about intended region
4) Respondents WTP towards proposed
bids
The summary of economic- social
characteristics of the respondents that
included questions about gender, age,
income, education, household size, place
of residence, occupation, membership in
environmental organizations and number
of visits of Dashtenaze Sari is presented
in Table 1. This table represents
descriptive statistics including the mean,
standard deviation, maximum and
minimum figures for each variable.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of respondents` socio- economic variables
Variable
Age (year)
Monthly income ($)
Household size
Gender
Education (year)
Membership in environmental organizations
Number of visits

Variable
Type
numeric
numeric
numeric
ordinal
numeric
numeric
nominal

As it is shown in Table 1, the average age
of respondents was 36.56 with minimum
and maximum of 18 and 81 respectively.
The average monthly income of
respondents was also about 640 $ with
minimum and maximum of 212 and 1562
$ respectively. The average household
size of respondents was about 4 with
minimum and maximum of 1 and 7
respectively. This table also shows that
most respondents had higher education
degree while their number of visits from
studied rangeland varied from 0 up to 50
times with the average of 1.24.
The second part of questionnaire
evaluates the effect of “respondents
orientations” on “willingness to pay” for
rangeland conservation. Since the
demand for environmental resources
conservation does not appear through the
market,
motivations
leading
to
“willingness to pay” would be analyzed
by determining the tendencies of
individuals, and eventually applied to the
model as an effective factor. “Level of
responsibility” of respondents were
measured using Likert scale by asking
this question: “How responsible are you
to conserve this rangeland?”
In order to measure “financial
capability” of respondents the degree of
their agreement or disagreement were
measured by statements expressing as:
1) My family should not pay for the
rangeland conservation,

Mean
36.56
640.3
3.92
0.41
15
0.05
1.24

Standard
Deviation
13.15
176.25
1.28
0.49
3.28
0.22
2.71

Minimum

Maximum

18
212.5
1
0
0
0
0

81
1562.3
7
1
22
1
50

2) My family does not have enough
money to pay for the rangeland
conservation.
“ evelopmental orientation” indicator
was measured by expression of
respondents about their agreement or
disagreement with these three statements:
1) Natural
ecosystems
must
be
converted to mines to meet the energy
requirements of the country,
2) Natural
ecosystems
must
be
converted to agricultural fields to
provide food for the country,
3) Natural
ecosystems
must
be
converted to residential lands for
urban developments.
“ nvironmental orientation” indicator
was measured by expression of
respondents
about
agreement
or
disagreement with these three statements
as:
1) Conservation of natural ecosystems is
essential for society and future
generations use,
2) Conservation of natural ecosystems is
essential for my family use,
3) Conservation of natural ecosystems is
essential whether I use it or not ".
The agreement level of respondents has
been measured using five-option Likert
scale. The mean, standard deviation,
maximum and minimum for these
orientations are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Statistical results of respondents orientations
Variable
Level of responsibility
Financial capability
Development orientation
Environmental orientation

Mean
3.17
3.00
11.01
12.13

Standard Deviation
1.35
1.32
3.05
2.02

Minimum
1
1
3
3

Maximum
5
5
15
15
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In the third part of questioner is, public
information
and
knowledge
of
respondents about intended region was
determined by 8 questions regarding the
rangeland location, its importance, its
climate, its vegetation, etc. The average
score gained by respondents was 3.83.
Since it is higher than 3 (mean in Likert
scale), public knowledge of respondents
are considered to be good.
The fourth section was the most
important part of questionnaire, where
respondents were asked about their
“willingness to pay” and state their
opinion about proposed bids (the amount
of money proposed to respondents).
First, respondents were asked to
answer this question: “If the state funding
for conservation of rangeland were
currently not sufficient, would you like to
pay for conservation of ashtenaz” If

their answer is Yes, they would be asked:
"Are you willing to pay 0.5 $ of your
monthly income to pay for the
conservation of Dashtenaz?" If the
respondent gives a negative answer to
this question, a lower bid (0.3 $) is
provided, and if Yes, higher bid (0.6 $) is
offered. If the answer to 0.3 $ is also No,
an even lower bid (0.2 $) is offered and if
the answer to 0.6 $ is Yes, an even higher
bid (0.8 $) is offered. Then, this trend
continues
until
the
maximum
“willingness to pay” will be determined
If the lowest bid was also rejected by the
respondent, the reasons for this reluctance
to pay will be asked.
As shown in Table 3, 102 out of 429
respondents (23%) were unwillingness to
pay to conserve Dashtenaze Sari while
others showed some tendencies.

Table 3. Respondents state towards proposed bids ($)
Status Accepting

First Offer

Lower Offer

Accepting offer

Frequency
Percent

0.5
129
30.07

0.2
94
21.91

0.3
104
24.24

0.6
56
13.05

0.8
20
4.66

Rejection offer

Frequency
Percent

300
69.93

102
23.78

196
45.69

73
17.02

36
8.39

Sum

Frequency
Percent

429
100

196
45.69

300
69.93

129
30.07

56
13.05

Results of logit model estimation for
calculating conservation value are
presented in Table 4. It is observed in the
Table that some variables including bid,
income, level of responsibility, financial
and environmental orientation were
entered in model at 1% probability level,
while the number of visits and education
were entered in the model at 5% and
10%, probability levels, respectively. In
contrast, other variables as: gender, age,
household
size,
membership
in
environmental
organizations,
and
developmental orientation are not
significant at all. The estimated
coefficient of bid is negative which
indicates that as the bid increases, the

Upper Offer

probability of Yes answer decreases.
Socio- economic variables have different
signs. Income coefficient is positive, as
expected. So, the expected WTP for
conserving Dashtenaze Sari increases by
an increase in income. The coefficient of
age is negative meaning that older
respondents have lower tendency to pay
than younger ones. The coefficient of
education is positive expressing the fact
that the level of education increases
willingness to pay. As expected, the sign
of household size is negative which
indicates that larger families have less
WTP. All respondents' orientations have
positive coefficients meaning that WTP
rises by an increase in level of
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responsibility,
financial
capability,
environment al and development
orientations.
In the logit model, estimated
coefficients for explanatory variables
cannot be interpreted in terms of quantity.
As a result, elasticities and marginal
effects are used to interpret the results.
The aggregate elasticity of bid variable is
-0.257 which indicates that WTP
decreases 26% by 1% increase in the bid.
Moreover, individuals tend to pay 0.16%
more by 1% increase in their monthly
income. The marginal effect of monthly
income is 0.00005, which means that
increasing 1unit of monthly income
increases WTP by 0.00005 units. In
addition, 1 unit increase in bid, one year
increase in age, one member increase in
family size, one year increase in
education and once more visit per year
lead to WTP rise by 0.00003, 0.00023,

0.0012, 0.00195 and 0.0078 units
respectively. Gender coefficient is also
significant showing that women are
willing to pay 0.009% more than men.
Member ship
in
environment al
organizations also raises WTP by 0.33%.
Finally, WTP would increase by 0.0012,
0.0064, 0.0096 and 0.013 percentage by a
unit increase in respondents orientations
inc luding
develo pment al
and
environmental orientations, level of
responsibility and financial capability
respectively.
The likelihood ratio test statistic is
nearly 306, (P<0.01) which indicates that
the regression model is valid. The
significance of this statistic means that
the overall model has been significant.
Percentage of right predictions is about
93% meaning that 93% of WTP changes
are explained by explanatory variables
considered in the model (Table 4).

Table 4. Result of logit model for estimating conservation value
Variable

Coefficient

T Value

P Value

Constant
-1.41
0.62
0.52
Bid
-0.0023
-4.95**
0.00
Gender
0.61
1.39
0.16
Age
-0.01
-0.92
0.35
Education
0.13
1.69
0.09
Number of visits
0.55
2.31*
0.02
Household size
-0.08
-0.47
0.63
Monthly income
0.003
3.61**
0.00
Membership in environmental organizations
23.27
0.002
0.99
Level of responsibility
0.68
3.53**
0.00
Financial capability
0.89
3.91**
0.00
Developmental orientation
0.08
1.30
0.19
Environmental orientation
0.45
3.88**
0.00
Total observations= 429
Likelihood Ratio Tes = 306.268
Observations at one= 327
Prob (L.R Statistic)= 0.00
Observations at zero= 102
Percentage of Right Predictions= 0.927
Log Likelihood= -82.167
McFadden R2= 0.650
Log Likelihood (0)= -235.30
Scale Factor= 0.013
* and **=Significant at 5% and 1% probability level

Calculating the expected value of
WTP
The expected value of WTP per
household using parameters estimated in
the range of zero up to maximum bid
(0.8 $) is obtained in Equation 3:
∫

{

(Equation 3)

}

Aggregate
Elasticity
-0.793
-0.257
0.019
-0.04
0.14
0.03
-0.02
0.15
0.000
0.12
0.16
0.07
0.42

Marginal
Effect
-0.00003
0.00857
-0.00023
0.00195
0.00776
-0.00122
0.00005
0.33175
0.00960
0.01255
0.00123
0.00643

In the above equation, sum of coefficients
calculated in logit model (except for bid
coefficient) is 25.64775. Bid coefficient
is also -0.00233. Calculating integral in
equation 3, monthly WTP for families
has been obtained to be 0.34 $. As a
result, annual conservation value of
Dashtenaze Sari for each household has
been achieved about 4.1 $. Considering 4
people in an average family (Statistical
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Institute of Iran, annual report, 2011), the
total conservation value of Dashtenaz
Sari is about 996875 $. Considering also
the region area (55 ha), conservation
value per hectare is 18125 $, which is of
course a remarkable figure.

Conclusion
This study aimed to estimate the
conservation value of Dashtenaze Sari
rangeland and to study factors affecting
“Willingness to pay” of individuals or
this reason, the Contingent Valuation
Method, Double-Bounded Dichotomous
questionnaire and Logit model have been
used. Results show that monthly WTP
per household is about 0.34$ for
conserving the rangeland. Results also
showed that the chosen sample has fairly
good knowledge about natural resources
and biological species of this region and
their importance so that they tend to pay
considerably for conservation of intended
rangeland.
Therefore,
policymakers
should pay more attention to conservation
of Dashtenaze Sari rangeland. Since
income and educational level are
important factors affecting WTP in this
study, all measures taken by government
to lower the poverty line and develop
public education would prevent further
destruction of these natural resources.
Environmental
orientations
and
responsibility level of individuals for
conserving Dashtenaze Sari are also
effective factors on WTP. So, this study
finally suggests that government ought to
consider plans and policies which
promote
cultural
beliefs
about
environmental values and natural
resources conservation in the society.
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تخویي ارسش حفاظتی پٌاّگاُ حیات ٍحص دضت ًاس ساری ٍ عَاهل هَثز تز توایل
تِ پزداخت افزاد تزای حفاظت هٌطقِ
ة

٤بؾط ف٥ى آثبز٢اِف ،ؾ٥س ٜؾبضا ٞبز٤بٖ

اِفاؾتبز٤بض ٌط ٜٚالتهبز وكبٚضظٚ ،٢احس لبئٓقٟط ،زا٘كٍب ٜآظاز اؾالٔ ،٣لبئٓقٟط ،ا٤طاٖ (ٍ٘بض٘سٔ ٜؿئ،)َٛ
پؿت اِىتط٥٘ٚهyaserfeiz@yahoo.com :
ةوبضقٙبؼ اضقس ٌط ٜٚالتهبز وكبٚضظٚ ،٢احس لبئٓقٟط ،زا٘كٍب ٜآظاز اؾالٔ ،٣لبئٓقٟط ،ا٤طاٖ

تبض٤د زض٤بفت1393/08/18 :
تبض٤د پص٤طـ1394/05/04 :

چکیذُٔ .طاتٕ  ٚخٍّٟٙب ثربَط ت ٔٛٙظ٤ؿتٛٔ ٣خٛز زض آٖٞب ّٕٖ ٚىطزٞب ٢اوِٛٛغ٤ى ٣و ٝزاضا ٔ٣ثبقٙس،
اظ خّٕٟٓٔ ٝتط ٗ٤اوٛؾ٥ؿتٓٞبَ ٢ج ٣ٗ٥ث ٝقٕبض ضفتٙٔ ٚ ٝبفٕ التهبز ٢ظ٤بز ٢ثطا ٢خبٔٗ ٝفطآٞ
ٔ ٣وٙٙس .پٙبٍٞب ٜح٥بت ٚحف زقت ٘بظ ؾبضُٙٔ ٢مٝا ٢خ ٣ٍّٙثٚ ٝؾٗت ٞ 55ىتبض اظ ٔطاتٕ ؾبض ٢اؾت
و ٝزاضا ٢ت٥ٌ ٔٛٙب ٣ٞفطاٚا٘ ٣اؾت  ٚزض آٖ اظ ٌ ٝ٘ٛزض حبَ ا٘مطاو ٌٛظٖ ظضز ذبَ زاض ا٤طا٘٥٘ ٣ع ٔحبفٓت
ٔ٣قٛز .زض أُ ٗ٤ب ِٗ ٝثطا ٢ثطآٚضز اضظـ حفبْتُٙٔ ٣مٛٔ ٝضز ُٔبِٗ ٝاظ ضٚـ اضظـٌصاضٔ ٢كطٚ ٌٚ
پطؾكٙبٔ ٝزٌٚب٘ ٝز ٚثٗس ٢زض ؾبِٟب 1392-1393 ٢اؾتفبز ٜقس ٜاؾتٕٞ .چ ٗ٥ٙثطا ٢ا٘ساظ٥ٌٜط٥ٔ ٢عاٖ
تٕب ُ٤ث ٝپطزاذت افطاز اظ ٔسَ ضٌطؾ ٣٘ٛ٥الخ٥ت اؾتفبزٌ ٜطز٤س ٚ ٜپبضأتطٞب ٢أ ٗ٤سَ ثط اؾبؼ ضٚـ
حساوثط ضاؾتٕٙبئ ،٣ثطآٚضز قس٘س .اثتسا تٗساز  35پطؾكٙبٔ ٝثٖٛٙ ٝاٖ پ٥ف آظٔ ٖٛزض ٔ٥بٖ افطاز خبٔٗٝ
تىٌٕ ُ٥طز٤س .ضٚا ٣٤پطؾكٙبٔ ٝتٛؾٍ اؾبت٥س ٔطث ٚ َٝٛپب٤ب ٣٤آٖ تٛؾٍ آظٔ ٖٛآِفب ٢وط٘ٚجبخ ()0/84
ثطضؾٌ ٣طز٤سٕٞ .چ ٗ٥ٙخٟت ثطآٚضز حدٓ ٕ٘ ،ٝ٘ٛاظ فطٔ َٛوٛوطاٖ  ٚخٟت ا٘تربة اًٖب ،ٕٝ٘ٛ٘ ٢اظ
ضٚـ تهبزف ٣ؾبز ٜاؾتفبزٌ ٜطز٤س .ؾپؽ  429پطؾكٙبٔ ٝت ٚ ٝ٥ٟتٛؾٍ قٟط٘ٚساٖ قٟطٞب ٢اَطاف
ُٔٙمٛٔ ٝضز ُٔبِٗ( ٝؾبض ،٢ثٟكٟط ٥ٔ ،بٖ ضٚز ٘ ٚىب) تىٌٕ ُ٥طز٤س٘ .تب٤ح تحم٥ك ٘كبٖ زاز و 77 ٝزضنس
اظ پبؾرٍ٤ٛبٖ حبيط ث ٝپطزاذت ٔجّغ ٣خٟت حفبْت اظ ُٔٙم ٝثٛزٜا٘س .اظ ؾ ٢ٛزٍ٤ط ٔتغ٥طٞب٥ٓ٘ ٣٤ط
ٔجّغ پ٥كٟٙبز ،٢زضآٔس ٔبٞب٘ٔ ،ٝؿئ٥ِٛت پص٤ط ،٢تٛا٘بٔ ٣٤بٌِ ،٣طا٤فٞبٔ ٢ح ٍ٥ظ٤ؿت ٣افطاز ،تٗساز
زفٗبت ثبظز٤س اظ پٙبٍٞب ٚ ٜتحه٥الت تبث٥ط ٔٗ ٣ٙزاض ٢زض ؾُح  1تب  10زضنس ثط ض ٢ٚتٕب ُ٤ث ٝپطزاذت
افطاز خٟت حفبْت اظ ُٔٙم ٝزاض٘سٕٞ .چ ٗ٥ٙتٕب ُ٤ث ٝپطزاذت ٞط فطز ثطا ٢حفبْت اظ پٙبٍٞبٜ
ح٥بت ٚحف زقت ٘بظ ٔب٥ٞب٘ٔ ٝجّغ ٞ 11عاض ض٤بَ  ٚاضظـ ٞط ٞىتبض اظ ُٔٙم ٝؾبال٘٥٘ ٝع زض حسٚز 578
ٔ ٖٛ٥ّ٥ض٤بَ ثطآٚضز قس ٜاؾت.
کلوات کلیذی :پٙبٍٞب ٜح٥بت ٚحف زقت ٘بظ ؾبض ،٢اضظـ حفبْت ،٣تٕب ُ٤ث ٝپطزاذت ،اضظقٍصاض٢
ٔكطٔ ،ٌٚسَ الخ٥ت

